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In studying the inclusive character of the Raval neighbourhood
I bounced upon the ‘Ten Lessons on Barcelona’. It became my sole
guide to the city and absolute point of reference for discussion.
Ultimately the ‘Ten Lessons’ recount the story the Barcelonese
are telling about themselves. It enables us to go beyond the daily use and misuse of a city and grasp the Real depth of the Barcelona streetscape.

working class.
The ten lessons provide as many Anchoring Points to put a stop
on the stream of consciousness generated in Barcelona. Does the
ten lessons sounds too much an imperative? Possibly, but remember
that domination comes not through the imposition of a theory, but
only by sketching an open set of impressions, associations, suggestions, images, etc.
Admittedly, I didn’t ﬁnish reading the Book. If you want to know
more, you will have to read it by yourself. I withdraw from comment and leave the explanation for your own vivid imagination.
Architects have no single solution for every complex problem. Nor
can we simply unravel the mystery of Raval.

